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Principle 15. Treat all living beings with respect and consideration
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Principle 15. Treat all living beings with respect and consideration

mals, nor be so inexact that non-targeted animals are killed.
The remarkable contribution of the Earth Charter is to make
Clearly, more fully developed animal protection principles

respect for and the protection of individual animals a necessary

would need to set guidelines for direct and indirect human
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impacts on the lives of animals. The Humane Society of the
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or well-being. Animals killed for fur fashions endure

issues recognize that animal protection is an essential dimen-

unimaginable agony in inhumane traps or on fur

sion of a sustainable future.

‘ranches.’ Animals used by the food industry live on
factory farms where they are treated as unfeeling commodities rather than as sentient beings. The use of animal

Note

parts for traditional medicines has contributed to the
disappearance of some species worldwide.
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